Deeksha Creation Society, invites application for various teaching and nonteaching position in prescribed form for various colleges constituted under it.

Ravindranath Tagore PG College, Kapsan

Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Professor for the faculty of Science/Arts /Commerce & Business Administration/ Basic Sciences/ Computer Application.

Salary and other amenities would be as per UGC guidelines. College provides accommodation facility for its faculty and staff. The requirements for the posts is given below. Fill separate application if applying for more than one post.

Qualification and Experience-

Professor

A doctorate degree from a recognized University or equivalent published work. At least 10 (ten) years of teaching/research/industry experience out of which 5 (five) years should be at the level of Associate Professor/Reader or equivalent.

Candidates from industry/profession/academic institutes with master’s degree in the concern subject and with professional/research work which is significant and can be considered as equivalent to Ph.D. degree and with 10 years’ experience of which at least 5 years should be at a Senior Level comparable to that of an Associate Professor would also be eligible.

Associate Professor

A doctorate degree from a recognized University or equivalent published work or professional/research work which is significant and can be considered as equivalent to Ph.D. degree.

At least 5 (five) years of teaching/research/professional experience as Assistant Professor/Lecturer or in equivalent position.

Assistant Professor

Should have consistently good academic career. Master’s degree (with 55% marks) in the concerned subject from a recognized University. NET/SLET/SET would be the minimum criteria for appointment as Assistant Professor.

A doctorate degree from a recognized University or equivalent published work or professional/research work which is significant and can be considered as equivalent to Ph.D. degree would be desirable.
Applications along with relevant documents to be send to –

Principal,
RNT PG College, Near Mataji Temple,
Udaipur Main Road,
Kapasan, District Chittorgarh, Rajasthan-312202

Or mail at

rntkapsan1@gmail.com, rntkapsan1@yahoo.co.in

Download application for teaching and nonteaching position.